Influence of the curvature of deformed graphene nanoribbons on their electronic and adsorptive properties: theoretical investigation based on the analysis of the local stress field for an atomic grid.
Electronic and adsorptive properties of deformed graphene are investigated in the current work. Armchair and zigzag nanoribbons are the subject of the study. The axial compression was a deforming load. A calculation method for the local stress field was developed. This method was based on the quantum model of the finite graphene nanoribbon and empirical calculation method of the single atom energy. The stress field of the deformed ribbon was calculated by means of the suggested methodology. The effects of the atomic grid curvature on the adsorptive capacity of graphene and the hydrogenation process was investigated by means of the developed method. The prediction of the appearance of defects on covalent C-C bond breakdown is also performed.